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Friday, October 16th
McConnell Auditorium
B:OOp.m.
TICKET PRICES: $3:00 CWU Students
$4:00 General Admission
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
SUB information Booth
& Berry's in Ellensburg

-WELCOME .
BACK

STUDENTS
Double Burger with cheese· ·
$1.49. until October 23

1101 E 10th ·925-5442

West Interchange

925-5542
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NEWS

Affirmative Action wants minorities .
By

JEANINE

Ph.D.s who plan to apply their skills to
education. According to a report by the
National Academy of Sciences, the
following percentages will enter education, as opposed to industry and other
pursuits: 58 percent Blacks, 51 percent
Hispanics, 50 percent Native
Americans, 45 percent Whites, and 30
percent Asians.

GODFREY

Staff Writer

According to a work force analysis,
CWU needs to hire ten more minority
faculty to reach its Affirmative Action
goals.
In her yearly report to the Board of
Trustees, Affirmative Action Director
Nancy Howard discussed current
figures, and made recommendations
for strengthening minority recruitment.

In order to insure fair hiring practices,
Howard meets with faculty search committees to discuss Central' s recruiting
and hiring practices. Race and sex can
be taken into consideration in the hiring, and Howard offers additional
resources to tap into minority candidates.
These include rosters
distributed by univerisities and professional associations of qualified
~
minorities
that are available.
fll

As of last December, minority faculty
represent 9.2 percent of Central's 320
full-time faculty. A breakdown of the
20 minority faculty includes 5 percent
Native Americans, 35 per~ent
Hispanics, 5 percent Blacks, and 55 percent Asians.
According to the most recent figures
available, minorities accounted for 10
percent of faculty applications and 18
percent of faculty hires, with an overall
availability of minority Ph.D.s being 9.2
percent.
Goals were for the hiring of at least
one more minority here, and in actuality, two minorities were hired.
When asked to give some insight
behind those figures, Howard stressed
that Central has '' ... no quotas; we have
goals.''
Howard said minority recruitment is
a "priority at all levels of administra-

ro

~

ro
.....

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Nancy Howard has made recommendations for strengthening minority recruitment.
In 1985-' 86, 16 new faculty were
hired, but most of those hirings were
due mainly to retirements or resignations. Another problem arises in attracting Ph.D.s to Central' s rural location.
With professional minorities in demand
in industry, salary can also pose a problem.

tion/' and Howard has never ran into
any resistance or overt prejudice. Yet,
Howard realizes that now is the time to
move faster in minority recruitment
and hiring.
Howard sees the next ten years as a
prime time to reach Central' s goals of
minority representation. Yet there are
some inherent roadblocks to those
goals.

On the other hand, there are some
promising projections for the number of

To make recruitment more efficient,
Howard suggests inviting minorities to
apply even before their doctoral dissertation. Another plus would be a personal visit to campus by prospective
employees. While Howard does not
know of any minority applicant turning
down an offer from Central for salary or
other reasons, she emphasized the importance of making our campus attractive to prospective faculty. With
positive attitudes and positive goals,
Howard hopes to reach a positive
representation of minorities, skills, and
interests among our faculty.

• 1s
• over enrolled causing shortages
Central once again
By JUNE E. MAW
Staff Writer

An increase in fall enrollment plus
higher retention of returning students
means that once again, Central has exceeded its state-imposed enrollment
limit.
Because the maximum enrollment
figures are calculated for an entire year,
there isn't an actual ceiling for fall
quarter, says Gregory Trujillo,
Associate Dean of Admissions &
Records.
This year, the upper limit is set at
5,877, but the current head count is approximately 7,000. According to Trujillo, this number is expected to change

rently enrolled students or student,!)
planning on transferring to Central
from community colleges later this
year.

until the tenth day of instruction.
Determining how many students to
enroll each quarter is based on the FullTime Equivalent figure, separate from
the head count or the state ceiling. This
number uses an average of 15 credits to
designate a full-time student.

''Two years ago we were overenrolled for fall quarter so we had to cut
down on new students for the rest of the
year. But to the best I know, we won't
be forced to 'meet the lid' this year."

For example, if a student is enrolled
for more than 15 credits, that student is
counted as mote than one student. ''The
FfE is always higher than the head
count," says Trujillo, "because more
students take over 15 credits than under
15."

The effects of high fall quarter enrollment are being felt in the residence hall
system too. For the second year in a row
approximately 75 freshmen are living
on the first four floors of Muzmll at the
Conference Center until University
housing can be found for them.

Trujillo says he doesn't expect the
high head count to adversely affect cur-

Last year's mid-winter projection for
the 1987-'88 school year assumed there
would not be any increase over the
1986-'87 figures. But according to
Wendell Hill, Director of Auxiliary Services, it's almost impossible to accurately project the number of students who
will be living in the residence halls during fall quarter.
''Even though we have a hundred
dollar prepayment, we still see a lot of
no-shows.''
Hill says these students will be moved into regular housing as soon as space
is available and that by winter quarter,
proper arrangements should be found.

Edison site to be transformed into plaza
By Shirlee Yantz
Staff Writer

For 78 years Edison Training School
was a familiar site to generations of
Central students and staff, that is, until
its demolition in the spring of 1987.
Now, with the help and hopes of the
Central Building Committee, the
Edison Training School alumni, and
project director Bill Ross, a new
walkway and plaza will be constructed
to announce the school's entrance .to
CWU and to commemorate those who
attended Edison.
Plans for the area include eonstruction of a grand walkway leading to the
Barge courtyard. This walkway will extend the area and be accompanied by a
new lawn, shrub, and tree section
which will be accentuated by a small
wall, and larger sidewalks to accom-

modate more people.
A section of the trees is to be
designated for class trees, similar to
those now on campus. However, these
trees will be purchased by ETSA, and
will signify the various years of
Central' s graduating classes.
The group is also planning to mount a
plaque in the area as a tribute to Edison.
When the plans were made, it was
decided to make the plaza the official
entrance to Central Washington ~
University. This will be done by plac- cu~
ing a large sign on the edge of campus, .2
since at this time no such notification cu
exists.
~

°

Excavation for the project is set to
begin this week, with a hopeful completion time of three months--providing no
unforseen events_ occur, and the
weather holds for the planting of the
greenery.

:g
~
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/
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CONSTRUCTION
winter.

crews will hurry to beat the Ellensburg

. ·.
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H A P P Y ' S~ ~h ~ M A ·R K E T
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cwu

STUDENTS

'·

. get HAPPY with these special prices!!
Happy
Hour!
HEIDELBERG 24
1 loz bottle $6.05

pack

BLACK LABEL 40 oz
bottles $ . 99

Buc·K HORN
pack cans $3.89

12

FOSTER'S 6
cans $3.99

pack

~

NALLY'S
LA SUPREMA
TORTILLA CHIPS
origional and
gold $1.39
NALLY'S LA
RESTAURANT
· SALSA
mild, hot or
bean $1.39

HAPPY'S ·
MARKET

RAINIER 24-11 oz
cans

RHEINLANDER
24-i2 oz cans $ 5.99

MOOSEHEAD 6
pack bottles $ 3. 99

MEISTER BRAU 12
pack cans $3.89

.99 VIDEOS! 7 DAYS A WEEK,
NO EXT R -A CHARGE ON
WEEKENDS!

New at HAPPY'S!
* NEWI MP O· R T BEER

SECTION
*NEW COLD ·WINE SECTION

OPEN 7am to midnight
Prices effective Oct. 7 thru Oct. 24, 1987
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Continued from page 1

STARTING PROBLEMS?
CHARGING PROBLEMS?
FREE

trouble shooting at
business location.
Starters, Alternators, Repaired,

or Rebuilt

962-2368

INLAND AUTO ELECTRIC

DR. GREGOR - overlooks next studio site.

<Bo!vCL.Jo
r ,gt·to
Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Stressed Out!
We will remember the college
experience as one of the most fun
and rewarding times of our lives.
But along with the fun and
accomplishments also comes a
great deal of stress. Here are
some tips on how to deal with that
stress.

Robert Sorbo/The Observer

Engage in physical activity.
When you start to feel frustrated,
go for a walk or bike ride. This will
allow you to focus on something
constructive for awhile.
Share your stress. Sometimes
it helps to talk about your concerns
with a friend. They may be able to
give you a new perspective on
your situation.
Take care of yourself. Make
sure to get enough sleep and
exercise, and to eat a balanced
diet. A healthy body encourages a
healthy mind.
Last of all, make time for fun.
Allow breaks throughout the day to
artici ate in fun activities.

Owntbesk}'

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They'll show you the meaning of wings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its best. And your ticket to fly is " '
your college diploma. llyou'd like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer. 1-800-MARINES

year after year,

quarter after quarter,
Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance\ program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:
~r=-=ae=
•
. I
ft

i=ny ;i==:'Yi i ~
I

V:ll..,•I . . . ""

LOU SAVIDGE
Bus: 962-5793
Res: 925-5991

See Capt Williams at the "Sub" from October 13-15.
Call us for more info at 1-800-942-2410.

708 E. 8TH AVENUE. IN THE PLAZA
ELLENSBURG . WASHINGTON 98926

RESEARCH, ANALYSIS
PROMOTION, SALES

962-6479

STUDENT/FACULTY PROJECTS, POTENTIAL ROYALTIES/ COlfilISSIONS
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Don't Miss It!

Tuesday
6:00 in the Sub
Check signs for room no.
See ya there!!

Grade Increase Possible
With Use of Computer
In most university courses grades are
awarded based on a variety of student
assignments or exercises. One of the most
frequent assignments involves writing a
report, essay, thesis, or other document.
Ten years ago people considered a
typewriter an essential tool for a university
student. The typewriter improved the appearancec of written materials which,
some people reported, resulted in improved grades.
In the CWU '87 academic year students
still face assignments and exercises .
resulting in written documents being turned in to the professor. As in the past, appearance is important as is spelling, use of
the English language, the appropriate .
selection of words, and of course, content.
Reports today include tables and graphs,
charts, technical rawings, and other complex displays. In 1987 the CWU student
has an advantage--a comput~r with an
enhanced writing system.
.
"We provide students some of the most
advanced writing systems ·.a vailable,''
reported Jeriy Brong of the Educational
Services Division of Comm~nity Computer Centers. Brong continued, ''Take our
Kaypro-PC. This system is a full featured
computer including an advanc~d word text
processor [Wordstar Professional V 4.0], a
spelling checker with over 85,000 words,
and a thesaurus with over 15,000 key
words.
This
system . handles
bibliographies, chemical equations, it can
integrate charts and graphs with text, and
more!"
It was noted that writers can also install
a system to verify ~ammatical style, assist
with punctuation and evaluate writing for
overused words and phrases.
Kaypro computers are from a 35 year old
American firm that has service and support throughout America and in many
forgeign countries. The software is from
one of the original publishers in the
microcomputer industry.
Brong reported that ''The most popular
Kaypro-PC has an education price of
$1,395 delivered and set-up." Brong went
on to say that, "We have Kaypro systems
with printer starting at $799 including soft·
ware." CWU students and staff purchase
through educational discount program.
"We nave more expensive systems as
well as less expensive but the Kaypro-PC is
most frequently the first choice," reported
Jeff Ullmann at the Regional Center in
Pullman. Ullmann pointed out that "Community Computer Centers has 6 primary
computer lines, 5 primary printer lines, a
wide range of computer accessories and
full support programs catering to students.
And we provide or:i-site support in
Ellensburg." With a smile, Ullmann confirmed that "We even provide computers
that run advance MS-DOS software and
Apple II software in the same machine,
and that's quite an accomplishment."
The Educational Services Division of
Community Computer Services has
scheduled a product exhibition for the
CWU SUB on 29. All students are invited.
A wide range of products will be shown
with hands-on demonstrations encouraged.
For information telephone !toll free to
caller) the C3-ESD at 800-527-7012 extension 621. The ESD Service line is open
from 9:00am to S:OOpm Monday through
Friday. Direct call can be received at
509/332-1995.
The regional Centers serving CWU is in
Pullman. Community Computer Centers is
located at East 330 Main Street, Pullman,
WA 99163. · To meet with C3 staff in
Ellensburg call or write and an appointment will be set.

. IT'S CHOW TIME
businesses
Ellensburg
Central
welcomed

Wa~hington . · University

students with plenty of food

during the student's first
week back for Fall Quarter.

. We are now accepting student applications.for : Auxiliary Services -Computing is now accepting

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
APPRENTICE POSITIONS

applications for our Computer Programmer/Analyst
Apprentice Program. We presently need qualified students to assist our professional staff with design, development,
testing, implementation, and maintenance of information
systems. These positions will involve working with staff in
Computer Services and Auxiliary Services areas.
On-the-job training will increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individuals. Employment
, opportunities between academic quarters and during the
summer will be available for those who successfully
demonstrate acceptable programming and collsultation
abilities.
QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Preference will be given to students with actual work
experience, full or part-time, in computer programming,
consulting, or other data processing field and to those
who will be enrolled during the ·t 988-89 academic year.
2.

Current enrollment as a full-time CWU student during
1987-88 academic year and able to work a minimum of
15 hours per week, including some weekends during
the academic year, and 40 hours per week during the
summer break.

3.

Students must demonstrate proficiency in the Ose of
DEC VAX equipment, and experrence with
microcomputers. .

Two different positions are open, each having additional
" qualifications:
'
I.

Computer Apprentice for Accounting and Auditing
Applicants must currently be majoring in Information
Systems, Computer Science or a computer related
study, with a background in accounting, either through
course-work or previous employment.

II.

Computer Apprentice for Dining Services
This position requires that the student currently be
majoring in either Information Systems, Computer
Science or a computer related study. Applicants must
be able to use more than one programming language
and have experience using data base management
tools.

Starting wage is $4.80 per hour. Compensation for
summer employment will be at a higher rate (appropriate
Civil Service salary).

Auxiliary Services Computing

Applications will be available only at the Office of Auxiliary
Services, Barge Hall, Room 201, during regular office
hours. Let us help you put your talent to work and money
in your pocket. Applications will be accepted until 5 p.m.,
Friday, October 16, 1987.
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WITH EXPRESS CHECKING, .
THERE'S NO FEE FOR USING SWIRST
WH MACHINES•.
Express Checking™ makes an excellent
introduction to student economics. It cuts the
cost of banking, but still gives you all the service
you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $3~
You'~njoy unlimited usage at more than 160
Seafirst Cash Machines across the state-with no
Cash Machine fees.
What's more, you can write seven free checks
a month. And there's no minimum balance requirement, so you don't have to worry about being

charged an extra fee if your balance takes an
unexpected dip.
And you can open your Express Checking
account with as little as $100.
Seafirst is also your student loan center,
offering college financing options that include
GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and CollegeLine~
For more information on Seafirst student
loans, give us a call at 1-800-542-6600 toll free.
*Other fees, such as check orders, using non-Seafirst cash machines and writing
overdrafts, may apply.
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SCENE

CWU W elcornes Night Ranger
By WREN WOHLGEMUTH
Scene Editor

Despite a less-than-capacity crowd,
Night Ranger treated some 1,300 rockand-roll fans · to- one of the most
energetic concerts ever held on the Central campus.
''This show was pretty normal for
us,'' said Ranger bassist Jack Blades.
''We get real pumped up no matter how
many people are there."
Keyboardist Alan ''Fitz'' gerald
echoed Blades' thoughts, saying ''I can
only see the first ten rows. Beyond that,
every concert is a sell-out."
Currently in the midst of a ninemonth tour, Night Ranger seemed at
ease on stage, despite technical problems that put the concert in j.eopardy,
at least by Night Ranger standards.
In the afternoon prior to the concert,
it was learned that the generator rented
to provide power for the lighting system
didn't generate enough power. "Not to
worry,'' said one crew member.
The show went on without a hitch, to
the delight of a · score of adolescent
psychophants. Mixed in were a handful
of college-aged students and adults.
The concert began with the title cut
from Night Ranger's newest
record-Big Life. As soon as the crowd
was aware of the entrance of the band
from the dressing room, the rush to the
stage occurred.
· The first tune to be cheered was from
the soundtrack of the Michael J. Fox
movie, The Secret of my Success. According to drummer Kelly Keagy, the
reason for the delay in the release of Big
Life was some legal snafu involving the
release of the movie.
''The movie company said that we
couldn't release our record (including

''The Secret of my Success'') until the
.movie was released,'' Keagy stated. ''As
a result, our record had to wait almost
three months.''
Their tour, which began in ·March,
also had to wait because of the movie
problem.
Oblivious to these problems, the
crowd began to assemble outside the
doors at 4:15 p.m., some four hours
before the concert was to begin.
One fan was heard to remark "I'm so
psyched. I'm so psyched. I can't believe
I'm here!''
The band rambled through six tunes
before playing one of their most
popular songs, Sister Christian.'' Sung
by drummer Kelly Keagy, the band appeared to be enjoying themselves;
Blades and lead guitarist Jeff Watson
11

REVIEW
often engaging in playful shoving matches while the beat pounded on.
BetWeen Watson and former Ozzy
Osbourne sideman Brad Gillis, the
crowd was treated to some rapid-fire,
wicked solos and dual-guitar fret antics.
Big Life, the band's fourth album,
was cut live in the studio, an attempt to
capture the energy present in concert
situations.
According to Blades, the record was
cut after a year of touring. "We had
been on the road for a year and felt real
comfortable with the way we
sounded,'' . Blades remembers. ''We
were really up and the record has this
feeling of strength.''
Night Ranger came together as a band
in the San Francisco Bay area in the ear-

BACK-BEAT - Kelly Keagy, drummer for Night Ranger, belts o'!-t
some tender vocals while laying down the beat at last Saturday's concert zn
Nicholson Pavilion. None of the 1,300 people in attendance went home
unhappy as the group played for almost two hours.

ly eighties. The line-up has been the
same since: Blades on bass and vocals,
guitarists Watson and Gillis, keyboardist Fitzgeral~d drummer Keagy.
Keagy recalls "We had all been playing professionally since high school.
Jack (Blades) and Brad (Gillis) were in a
funk band in the late seventies, which I
joined later on.''

ROCK - "You Can Still Rock in
America, all right, all right"

HOT LICKS - Guitarist Brad Gillis of Night Ranger displays some
of his slickest runs, combining with fellow bandmate Jeff Watson to
form one of rocks' hottest lead guitar combos.

After a name change, the band
became the house band at the Palms
Cafe in San Francisco. The band
became comfortable with their existence for awpne, but soon tired of the
regularity.
Fitzgerald, then Blades' roommate,
approached the group with the proposition of forming a new band. ''Fitz'' was
playing bass and keys for Ronnie Montrose and Sammy Hagar at the time.
The group added Watson and became
immediately compatible, both musically and personally. With the addition of

Watson, the group had two killer
guitarists and a bevy of original songs to
peddle.
·
Rejections from every major record
company soon followed, a period of
time that would last some two years.
After Gillis' stint with Ozzy in 1982, the
band signed with Boardwalk Records.
The band hasn't looked back since.
''Since we first signed with Boardwalk, we haven't had time to think
about what we went through,'' Gillis
said. "We haven't forgotten the past,
but there is so much for us to accomplish.''
And accomplish they did at
Nicholson.
With a set that lasted some two hours
and eighteen songs, the predominantlyjuvenile crowd was given an opportunity to see a concert that normally occurs
in small nighclubs, not a gymnasium.
Following the performance of their
hit single "Don't tell me you love me,"
the band was encm,rraged by the rambunctious crowd to perform an encore.
That crowd involvement produced
"IYou ,Can Still) Rock in America," prompting the crowd to a frenzy.
The concert ended with "Goodbye,"
a fitting end to a solid show of professionalism and entertainment.
''This crowd was the best that we've
played to on this tour,'' said Blades.
''From the first note, they were on the
feet.''
"When we see that, we give more.
When the crowd sees us giving more,
they seem to get louder,'' Keagy added.
''It adds up to a great give-and-take relationship between us and the crowd.''
When questioned about the Edge
Gel and Agree Shampoo tour sponsorship, Fitzgerald remarked "you can't
even do a tour anymore without some
kind of help."
On stage, the group needed no such
help, although the security guards in
front of the stage did ''help'' a young
man back to his seat-behind the barricade.
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Fortner Floyd member goes Solo
By BRIAN zyrsTRA
Sports Editor

It featured a real-life disc jockey on
stage, as well as a phone booth in the
middle of the floor so fans could actually talk to the DJ and even the main attraction.
. What was this, a combination of disco
and Donahue? No, just a very unique
concert performed by former Pink
Floyd member Roger Waters and his
Bleeding Heart Band Sept. 28 at the

Seattle Center Arena.
As the DJ, Jim Ladd, pointed out to
the crowd just before the start of the
show, "You're going to be involved in
some rock-n-roll theater that you'll
never forget. I'll guarantee you that."
He was right.
One might think that it's a little
strange to have a DJ and a phone booth
as part of the concert setup. But for
those who are familiar with Waters'
new album, Radio KAOS, it makes
sense.

His concept album features Ladd, a
real-life DJ in Los Angeles who portrays
a jock at KAOS, a renegade L.A. radio
station that is trying to survive against
commercial radio.
While on the air, Jim speaks with Billy, a paralyzed Welshman who can't
talk but nevertheless communicates by
somehow hacking into telephones,
satellites, etc.
Needless to say, the album is both different and interesting, especially
Waters' shots at some of the world's
political leaders. Of course, all Floyd
fans know that the man who wrote The
Wall has never held back in creativity.
This was evidenced in his show at
Seattle. Prior to the appearan,ce . of
Waters and his seven-member band,
Ladd entered his radio booth, spun a
record or two and took calls from the
phone booth on the floor.
Finally, Waters and his entourage appeared and opened the show with
"Radio Waves," the biggest single off

KAOS. After that, the band went
through many of the Pink Floyd
classics, including "Welcome To The
Machine," "Money," "Wish You Were
Here,'' and ''Mother'' before ending the
first set with some of Waters' new
material.
During the 10-minute break, Waters
himself entered the radio booth to take
calls. For those of you wondering if this
was ·boring, it wasn't.
While talking about politics, Roger
said, "I'd like to see a government that
respects the individual. I'd like a
government made up of sensitive,
humane men.''
As for his music career, Waters stressed that it's far from over. "I have no interest of leaving music. I have a great
band, and I plan on playing for many
years.''
The band closed out the two-hour,
thirty-minute show with "Brain
Damage" and "Eclipse," two songs off
Floyd's legendary Dark Side Of The
Moon.

Ranch House Dressing.
Khaki , Black and
Manila .. 36 99

...
Shoemakers to America

·

BIG LIFE - jack Blades and Brad Gillis, memlJers of.Night Ranger, rip
up the night with sounds from their newest record - Big Life. The gr_oup is
on a nine-month tour of the United States and seven other countries. ,

Y2 gal.

2% .90
Pasteurized/Homogenized

1/2

1/2

gal.

Whole ·. 90

Grade

gal.

11

A'' .85

Pasteurized/Homogenized

Winegar Dairy is just 6 blocks west of
the library. Follow 14th to Water St., ,
then take a right. Turn left of 15th and_

deposit on milk bottles .

.0

~
\~

.........

STOREHOURS.

,.

11:15am;.f5:30pm
Mon. thru Sat.

//

•
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FOREIGN

SERVICE CAREERS

Personnel Officer
Administrative Affairs
Construction Engineers
Se.c urity Officer
Consular Affairs
Foreign Service Secretaries
System Managers
Physicians and Nurses
Political Affairs
Economic Affairs
:

'

No specific academic requirements for admission
to the examination. All . applications must be
received in New Jersey by October 23. Contract
_. the Placement Office in Barge Hall :fQr more-information.
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Strypes readies for changes
By RENEE RICKETIS
Staff Writer

Take seven years of colorful past, a
dance beat with driving vocals, and a
progressive attitude. Mix well, and you
have Strypes. Wait 11 days, and the
same combination will become Electric Tibet.
Since its 1980 beginning in Tacoma
with Robert Richholt at the keyboards
and Jesse J. Seales ill on guitar, Strypes
has seen big changes. For one, the
primarily Top-40 cover band released
an LP of originals called 'The Difference' in 1986.
Completed by lead singer Regan
. Larie, bassist Steve Fossen and drummer Steve Hill, Strypes' name has
become known all over the Northwest
through extensive tours, and two visits
to Japan.
Strypes' biggest step, however, will
be announced October 19. At a concert
in Casper, Wyoming, Lane will introduce Mark Hedstrom behind the
drums instead of Hill, a number of new
songs, and the group's new name: Electric Tibet.
Lane said the name needs to be
changed because of confusion with the
hea metal Christian band Stryper and

three other bands named Strypes in
Canada and California. A new identity
goes hand-in-hand with their recent
alliances with Manager Don Tunnel out
of California, and G.M.A. booking
agency in Minneapolis: "The biggest in
the U.S.," according to Lane.
Electric Tibet plans to look to
Europe for their new look and style,
rather than the popular down-homeAmerican style ''because they are
literally three years ahead of the west,''

a cover of the Byrds' "Eight Miles
High,'' and an original called ''Th~
Other Side'' will be found there, as
well.
Although Strypes enjoyed their experiences in Japan, Electric Tibet
wants to ''go somewhere warm during
Winter.'' They are planning for
Singapore or Europe this year.
Fossen spoke highly of the Japanese
people when remembering the trips.
The band members were invited to din-

Hill voiced similar thoughts. After
graduating from Marysville-Pillchuck
High School, Hill went on to Edmonds
Community College. Now, perched
behind his drums on a rock band's
stage, Hill reflected, ''A lot of good it did
me."
Lane's only career goal is to make a
good living doing what he likes. "I'm
not into the starving artist syndrome ... !
like my job because I like music- I
didn't do it for the girls!"

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:

206·736-0775 Ext.

WE DELIVER

925-, 111 925-2222
Pl
MIA

,Pagoda
.R estaurant
WE HAVE CANTONESE
& SZE CHEUN FOOD
ALSO AMERICAN FOOD
LUNCH SPECIAL $2.90
ALL YOU CAN EAT
LUNCH $3.85
ALL YOU CAN EATDINNE.R
$4.85
LIVE MUSIC WED-SAT

BIG CHANGES - Strypes, a Seattle-based band, will be undergoing a few changes in
the coming months. The popular club band is changing their name to Electric Tibet
and are replacing their current drummer. Strypes, er Electric Tibet, played in the SUB
Theater September 26.
commented Lane. The style change also
influenced the "mutual agreement" to
.l\...plu._._
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bands. Plus, we gave them whiskey;
they love whiskey!" he added.
Aside from his love for the people and
food of Japan, and his ability to buy a
Fender guitar for $130, Fossen said "It's
strange being in a country where artists
are treated with respect.'' Fossen sees
the downfall of America being caused
by our culture's emphasis on practicality. ''Society makes people suppress
their creativity," he stated.

Hedstrom's "ideas and looks fit perfectly, and he writes and sings just dandy.''
Hill's music is influenced more by
jazz, and he is more of a studio musician. Lane said that when Electric
Tibet is in the studio recording their
new LP the first three weeks· of March
Hill wili be employed ''where his skills
are needed.''
At this point, Electric Tibet has
released an introductory 45; the single is

Both Lane and Richholt agreed that
they have a lot of fun in the band,
~t ..L--ot- • •
L--t.. intPrruoted Lane
half-way mto a story and statea meir
"best stories can't be printed."
·
Richholt did give in to one situation,
however, in which Strypes was held
up at gun-point by a motel owner in
Portland and forced to pay for $500 in
damages.
Please see Strypes page 15

ltE Ottr Ce/ePratlOI!I
For 31 years, it has been our pleasure to serve
the people of Ellensburg. Take advantage of these
and other special prices storewide. Come in and
help us celebrate!

EVERY THURSDAY NITE
IS LADIES NITE
SPECIAL DRINKS FOR
LADIES $1.50
HAPPY HOURS:FROM 5-7
2FOR1
FR0 M

ners in the club waiters'
homes-something Fossen said ''had

MENS SUITS

Select from
our entire
stock of
mens, womens,
childrens
coats and jackets
and save

PORTLAND-

MARAUDH R

Special purchase
100
wool, quality
construction
Reg.$295
Now

$159

25%
Fashions-Gifts-Service

ADDITIONAL VALUES

ADDITIONAL VALUES

Fashions

116 W. 3rd AVE.
925 2181

Todays Girl or Isotoner
Hosiery
save

20 %

Sterling Earrings

9. 99

Esprit Sweaters & Tops Save

33 o/o

25

% off
25 o/o

Acid Wash Denim

L.A. Gear Active Shoes save
Dominique Bras

FREE
DELIVERY

Now

save

50 %

See the newest looks in
Fall fashions,all quality brand

Loro Jeff Sweater
•Free gift wrap,free mailing•

Greenline Sportswear

names you know and trust

Gifts
• No-cost layaways,•

Levi Slacks now

25 % off
$ 21. 90-24. 90

A wide assortment of gifts

Cotler Slacks

25 % off
$ 19. 90

• • * • • •

to enhance your home or office
Visit with our sales staff,

or for that special someone

they enjoy people and offer
many services you don't get
elsewhere

Hours: Monday-Thur. 9:30·5:30
Friday 9:30-8:00
Saturday 9:30-5:30

•No-hassle return policy•

Sunday 12-4:00
Right across from Safeway
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Dratna Dept. sets schedule
By Lilly Park
Staff Writer

First plot: Two fathers stage a fight so
their two kids will fall in love. The
romance blossoms wonderfully.
The two lovers then discover that the
parental fight was staged.
Next plot: Two lovers wind up with
an unwanted child on their hands. The
male denies his contribution to the
scenario and leaves the woman to struggle alone.
Years later, the woman comes back a
rich woman. She promises untold fortune to the townspeople if they will kill
her old lover. At first the town
members are shocked, buf...
Sound like your favorite version of
"All My Children?" Directing such torrid scenes can be tremendously satisfying, according to Dr. Robert Sporre of
C.W.U.'s Drama department. The
challenge of directing involves helping
actors reach their height of creativity.
Dr. Sporre is currently directing the
first in a series of six plays for the
1987-88 Drama season. The first play is
"The Man of Mode," about a busy
gentleman who loves several different
women. The leading actors for this
story are Reed Rasmussen as the "rake"
and Annaliese Childress as the woman
who finally hooks him.
This play draws nineteen cast
members from both the town and college. The play runs November 6, 7, 13,
and 14th at 8:00 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
The second play is the soap saga
about a pregnant woman who is
deserted by the biological father, aptly
titled, "The Visit." The story revolves
around her later visit to seek · revenge
upon her old Jover.

The casting dates for ''The Visit'' run
November 9 and 10th. Betty Evans is
the director for this drama. The play
will run February 5, 6, 12 and 13th at
8:00 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
The third play is the children's
classic, ''The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow." This story, adapted from
Washington Irving's classic, will be loved by both kids and adults. James
Hawkins directs this family presentation on March 3, 4 and 5th at the Tower
. Theatre. Casting dates are on February
8, 9 and 10th.

The fourth play is where the two dads
stage a fight so that their kids will fall in
love. Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt
direct this piece, ''The Fantasticks.''
Casting dates are set for February 15, 16
and 17th.
Come to McConnell Auditorium on
April 8, 9, 15 and 16th to discover how
these two lovers fare after they discover
parental collusion.
The fifth play is a domestic comedy
called, "Run For Your Wife.". If Milo
Smith gets the production rights to pro-

THEATER

duce this play, it is definitely worth seeing! Anyone who has ever contemplated making the fatal move with a
potential marriage "partner will enjoy
the humor in this piece. Tp.is play runs
on May 12, 13, 14, 19, 20 and 21st at
8:00 in the Tower Theatre. Casting
dates are March 29 and 30th.
The last show is a student directed
play called, ''Five Minutes To
Morning." This is labelled an "absurdist'' play because it uses animals as
talking characters. These animals teach
the main character about life from their
animal perspectives. This play runs on
June 2, 3 and 4th at 8:00 in the Tower
Theatre.
Refreshments of cookies, brownies
and coffee will be sold by the Drama
Department. Tickets for C.W.U.'s
1987-88 Drama Production season can
be found at Berry's, Shapiro's and the
SUB Information Booth.
Midway through the season, C.W.U.
will have a lighting fixture comparable
in quality and cost to that found in the
Seattle Opera House. This expensive
technology will allow the director of
each play to shift audience mood
through subtle changes of lighting.
Especially if you are a couch potato,
whose version of culture is waiting to
see if David and Maddie finally make it,
check out one of C. W. U. 's plays. You
may just get hooked on quality drama!

WE DELIVER
925-1111 925-2222
PIZZA MIA

BETTER LIFE ·

NATURAL FOODS
Your Local Whole Foods Market
And Health Cara Center

TO
ELLENSBURG
BOWL
WHERE THE FUN
TIMES ROLL

Featuring:
Bodybuilding Supplements
• Unipro 15 OFF Weider
NSP, Twinlab, MLO,
Highlands, · Hydro Load

Mr. Bee Pollen

* College leagll:e
Monday nights
* Singles league
Wednesday nights

************
*HAPPY HOUR*
***********
3-5pm MON-SAT.
.25 Schooners
$2.00 Pitchers
cross

from

campu

Phone:925-1211

JUST FOR YOU

•For complete nutrition,
and endurance for
studying or working
out

NEW LOCATION

Aubrey Organic Cosmetics

"Bigger to Serve You Better!"
WIDE ASSORTMENT OF GIFTS
AND HOUSEWARES
Cards
Kitchen and Bath Accessories
Colorful Decorative Items
HOT SPOT SNACK BAR
Frozen Yogurt
Soup & Sandwiches
Fresh Caravali Coffee
Diletante Chocolates
jelly Bellies

200 East 4th

•Pure and Natural

Bulk Food's
• Over 300 to choose from!
Come in and get the
scoop!

Vitamins
•We feature the Highest
Quality vitamins in
Central Washington, as
well as the most
competitive prices .
Bring in your favorite
vitamin, and we'll
match you with the
same or similiar one.

Visa and Mastercard
accepted*

*
925-5121

$15 minimum purchase

925-2505

111

w.

6th
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Guitar Duo to perform

.

")~

~~ ~
4

¥

;

Central Office Equipnient
~RIBBONS~

Ii

* Full line of student supplies
* All Typewriter Accessories

Ji

Ill E. 4th Avenue
925-4444
Across from Maurices

*Lift-Off Tapes

In Need Of Family
·Planning Services?
The Kittitas County.Health Department
Offers The Following Services
GUITARISTS - Michael Newman and Laura Oltman will perform a
wide range ofguitar music tonight at 8 p.m. in the He.rtz Hall Auditorium.

The duo are pictured here with their horse "Bunny".
By LORI BAKER
Staff Writer

Laura Oltman and Michael Newman,
a classical guitar duo will perform
Thursday, October 8 at 8 p.m. in the
Hertz Hall Recital Hall. Admission for
the acoustic concert is $3.
Much of the husband and wife's
music has not been performed since the
early 1800's. Newman and Oltman
have established a unique repertoire of
tunes which ranges from Renaissance

and Baroque lute duets to commissioned works and their own transcriptions.
The duo are the recipients of a 1985
National Endowment for the Arts'
recitalist grant and their albums have
received the highest critical acclaim,
available on Musical Heritage and Sheffield Lab.

*Yearly Exams
*Birth Control
· *Cancer Screening
*Pregnancy Testing
*VD Testing & Treatment
*Counseling
CHILDREN BY CHOICE ... NOT BY CHANCE
507 Nanum, Ext. 109

962-6811

Bef~reyou choose along distance

service, take a close looK.

Our professional staff
will help you with the
best fares and schedules
for all your travel plans.

* Youth and Student
Fares

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
quriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&Ts
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

* Bulk Discounted Fares
* Youth Hostel Cards

* Cruise Specials
* Amtrak - Hotels - Cars

306 N. PINE
925-6933

ATs.T
The right choice.
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Strypes-Strypes was well-received by the
Wildcats who attended the September
25 dance. Senior Dan Reed commented
"People are dancing to every song,
that's what counts.''
Junior Leslie Cohan, program director of CWU' s KCAT radio station,
thought the diversity of the band's
repertiore covered the musical tastes of
its audience. "Every person with different tastes will like them because they
do songs from their originals, to the
Rolling Stones, to INXS.
11

Continued from page 12
'When asked, in return, what he
thought of the CWU crowd, Seales said
'I've been playing for so long that it's
kind of personal. I don't think of (the
audience) as a crowd, but play to one
person at a time.
Quoting a few song titles from
Strypes' LP, their risk-taking could
either take them to a "Dead Stop, or
leave them joyfully singing Ain't Life a
Bust?" We'll just have to wait and see if
the changes by Electric Tibet will
make ''The Difference.''

International Stand-Up ·comedy Competition, will be accompanied by the
1
'Almost Live Band' r.

1

Most Washingtonia.ns : remember.

xears

Shafer's campaign sev~r~
~9 to
get· the· rock~and;;fbfi · · q~c ''~iJ.ie, .•
l.Quie11 recognized as .the official State ·

11

song . .

11

11

Shafer's humor ~oouses oµ the :Pacifi9 .

.North'~.vest, avoiding gff«CQlor and bodi~
ly ~cti<?n j9~~'. .· · · ·
·

ATTENTION
PARTY
ANIMALS:
ADELINES · NOW
PRESENTS

WE DELIVER
925-1111 925-2222
PIZZA MIA

Mary Ann's

'wORM NIGHT'
With Mezcal every
Tuesday night. Come
join the fun.
See who can eat
the most

* 1st Quality Name
Brand Ladies
Fashions

* Nothing Over $10

WORMS ..... .

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP
P.O . BOX 432 ELLENSBURG

ALSO:
Taco Tuesday is back
every Tuesday from
5pm-9pm.
315 N. Main

* New Merchandise
Arriving Weekly

962-9982

107 East 3rd
Across from the
Post Office
925-3102

OUR STAFF WELCOMES
CWU GUYS & GIRLS
Exercise is Iml{ortant! Let us
help you get t e most from your
exercise time. WE HAVE:
AEROBICS-The most the best
WEIGHTS-Private help.
Not crowded!
TANNING-The nicest bed in town!
The best rates.
SAUNA-For just relaxing.
Check our Marketing Club
Coupons

SCHEDULE
Aerobics
6:15am-Early Riser
Noon-MWF-Body Conditioning
(thru October)
Noon-Aerobics, Low-Medium Impact (coming soon)
4:15-High Energy, High Impact
Aerobics
5:30-High Energy, High Impact
Aerobics
(classes are Mon-Fri unless otherwise noted)

Weight Training
* Included in membership price
* Not crowded
* Pleasant, clean atmosphere
* We will instruct

A FITNESS CENTER
201 South Main Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-1054

WE VALUE YOUR BUSINESS ·
(Price includ~s Aerobics AND Weights!)
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LOTSA KIDS - These Night Ranger fans got a close-up view of the concert, although
one person wasn't watching.

WORK STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED for
tutoring basic and breadth classes. 3-15
hours per week. $4.00 per hour, Flexible
schedule. Call Educational Opportunities
Program 963-2131
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP PAY!
C.I. 121 24th Avenue, N.W. Suite 222 Norman, Oklahoma

Returning Student Club

7-Jassionale
Jingerna1f
BREAK A FINGERNAIL?
NEED A MANICURE?,.
WANT TO MAKE THOSE
SHORT NAILS LONG?
Call 962-5225
for
'THE
PASSIONATE
FlNGERNAIL'
located at OOH-VATIONS Hair
salon, 404 No. Anderson.
Ellensburgs newest nail artist,
Connie Cruz, specializes in
'Linen Batiste' and China Silk
extensions and overlays. For
those special occasions or just
to add spic;e to your life.
Connie has a variety of
art designs and jewelry.
Manicures and Pedicures
include a stress reduction
massage. Appointments can
be made 6 days a week
SO CALL NOW!!!

Students who have returned to college after time away are invited to the
first fall quarter business of the
STRATA Club.
STRATA, (Students That Return
After Time Away), will meet in SUB
104 at 5 pm for the meeting.
Students participate . in a variety of
social events throughout the full calendar year. Meetings are both informal _,
and educational sessions, with opportunities to learn about student services
that are available.
Visits to other Northwest colleges and
universities for fun, recreation and
social events are also planned by the
student group.
Officers will be elected from those in
attendance at the first meeting, as well

as the selection of new committee
members and possible advisors for the
organiration.
Current officers for the club include:
Mayer - President; Bill Lindsay Honorary Vice President; Ryan Clark Vice President; and Carmen Streif Treasurer.
For more information regarding
STRATA, stop by their office located on
the second floor of the SUB, directly
across from the ASCWU President's office. Phone number is 963-1450.
NOTICE: All club information intended for
publication must be received before 2 pm on
Fridays preceding publication at the Observer offices, located in Room 225, Bouillon Hall. Releases
should include a contact phone number, contact
name, and dates effective.

WOMAN RESEARCHER seeks women 18
or older who have experienced ariy type of
incest as a child/adolescent. Requires
completion of brief questionaire. Information strictly confidential, you may remain
anonymous.
Please call Lorraine
Trachtenberg (206) 771-3011 or write me
at Lynnwood Counseling Center, 18631
Alderwood Mall Blvd, Suite 101, Lynnwood, WA 98037
EARN $HUNDREDS WEEKLY$ in your
spare time. United Services of America is
looking for homeworkers to perform mail
.services. Incentive programs available.
For information send large self addressed
stamped envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306, Valencia, CA
91355
COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN $6-$10 per
hour working part-time on campus. For
more information, call 1-800-932-0528
LEGISLATIVE INTERN/LOBBYIST
WANTED for 1988 legislature (January until mid March). $150 a week for session.
Outstanrung learning experience and
chance to work for student related legislation. lf interested, contact Washington
Student Lobby, 1517 South Capital Way Suite 511 Olympia, Washington 98501.
October 31 deadline.
WORD PROCESSING, TYPING
Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all
forms. Nothing too large, small, or difficult. Resume specialist. Next to Campus
BOOKMARK SERVICES 962-6609 or
968-3228

OCTOBER SPECIALS:
Manicure/Pedicure $25.
$5.00 OFF nail extensions
and overlays.

- K.S. - Thank you for doing my dishes
Saturday Night - By any chance, do you
think I could hire you? - S.

14

MOVING SALE, EVERYTHING MUST
GO: SOFAS, DISHES, CLOTHING/SPORT
ITEMS, ETC. SATURDAY, OCT. 10, SAM
- 4PM AT CRESTVIEW MANOR, 2101 N.
ALDER, APT. 42. COME AND SEE,
REASONABLE PRICES!

* Co-ed

teams of five! Costumes a MUST!
· Each team will have an Owner, Trainer,
Doctor, Public Relations Manager
and Security Person.
* r ·eam members must be 2 I years of age!

_
_
·
--_
- ·.

WEBSTER--! just wanted to say NORDSTROMS here we come on Nov. 1, who
loves ya baby?--EMMA

SIGN-UP IN TENT-N-TUBE.

,.

SOCCER HOLLY!!!! Good Luck against
Seattle University Friday! You can do
it!--Signed Your Secret Pal

PRELIMINARY RACES HELD IN SUB PIT 12:00 NOON.

OCTOBER

NIGHT
·
{no cover}

Locally Owned and Operated.

10 to 2
$ 5. 9 5
Every

Sunday

Football on the Big
Screen

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

on the
BIG SCREEN
EINEKEN
DRAUGHT
$ 1. 0 0
FREE
Popcorn Every
Night

TEQUILA
TUESDAY

ALL
WELL
TEQUILA
One
Thin
Dollar

n

MUSIC

J J EVERY

Best

West.em

SUNDAY
CHAMPAGNE
BRUNCH

(f)

WHISKEY
WEDNESDAY

Thurs.

flri.

LADY'S NIGHT
~~

ALL
WELL
WHISKEY
DRINKS

ONE
BUCK

o.i

~~ \)\)

c"-'\, \..

LIP SYNC
Pre Regis .t ratiOn
Required
See
Jamey For Rules
And En try Form

T. G. I .

j

.Fj.

HAPPY HOUR
2pm-7pm

WELL
DRINKS
and
HEINEKEN
$1.00

SAT.

B .BB

BEVER4GE
BARGAIN
BLITZ

1.4 Hour

or
Longer
Drink Specials
CA.N HAPPEN

ANY TIME!
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"HOW I MADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS-.".
· As soon as I finished Advanced ·
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over tije six years
I'm in the Guard.
·
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
-

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
,
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger J·o1.nts, putti.ng 1·n long.hours
f Or l}•ttl e pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
Weekend a month and tWO Weeks a year. .
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
_ Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
.. emergencies
• l•k
•
st at e dunng
1 e hurncanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense. ..
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TdO.
SEE YUUK LULAL KtLKUfll~.:K
FO~ DETAILS1 CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,..- OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; Nevy Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
·
<c' 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r

MAIL TO: A;y National Guard, P.o~:- 6000.ctifton, NJ 07015

1

oM oF
NAME
-AD-DR-Es-s- - - - - - - - - - cnY1sTATE/ZIP
-AR-EA-co_D_E-PH-oN~E-----

US CITIZEN. 0 YES 0 NO

socIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

-oc-cu-PA-TIO_N_ _ _ _ __
STUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE
PRIORMILITARYsERv1cE oYEs oNo
BRANCH

RANK

==~~

National Guard
A I cu c21 09 7NP
_____
_____ J

A FM/MOS

THE INFORMATION YOU VOl.UNTARILY PROVIDE . INCLUDING YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

L w~=o_::vz~~ro_::A~H= ~50:_

.

WILL BE USEG FOR RECRUITING PU'H'O SES ONLY YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

,
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THE BOD IS A SPECIAL LINK TO THE FACULTY AND THE
ADMINISTRATION FOR THE STUDENTS. USED EFFECTIVELY IT
CAN BE A GREAT TOOL FOR PURSUING THE COLLECTIVE
WANTS AND NEEDS OF THE STUDENTS. THE BEST WAY TO
IMPROVE OUR EFFECTIVENESS IS TO INCREASE STUDENT
PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT, BUT ALSO IN
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF THE UNIVERSITY.
-MARK SHRINER
REPRESENTATIVE TO FACULTY SENATE

\/'J
THE BOD?
WHAT CAN I SAY?
IT'S CONSTANTLY A CHALLENGE,
ALWAYS A FRUSTRATION,
AND EVENTUALLY AN ACCOMPLISHMENT!
·-CARYN HANAN
REPRESENTATIVE TO FACILITIES PLANNING

It is difficult to put into words what the BOD is. But, as I see it we are
acihle tudent~ uT.ho comA
~J-.he.r.and
ecornP -"').....,.,.,.d Hlri> ~ fomilv.
We have discussions, laugh, argue, resolve conflicts, and accept eachothers differences in order to progress the interests of Central' s
students. It's not a perfect, nor always a productive system, but it is a
system of individuals and their interests and sometimes it does manage
to work.
-Carolyn Carver, Representative to Clubs and Organizations

The BOD means being STUDENTS.
We're here for you, and I want to represent you and let your views and
concerns be known. Divided we are weak, but united we can achieve
great things for our university.
-Scott Lemert
ASCWU Executive Vice President

What cbes the BJJ moon to me?
TEANI!
Mike Little
l«JNU PresicEnt

I viEm the EID as a g-oup of stud3nts \Mio
'M)rk to tater the camp.s life for all of LS
at Grtral Washingon Uliversity. We cb
this Dy' voicing the opniors and icB:ls that
fellow stucmts tring to LS. This cbes rd
always . ~ automatic chang9 rowever,
bJt you can tB that we' II stand tmind you
all the way! So, c:b1't ever hesitate to stop
Dy' ·our ottka> in SLB 214, call LS Ci
003-1693, .or. arne fo our meetirtJ> _on
~ afta-rmns .. ."we ·reoci yc:J.i inf:ut

THE BOD IS MORE THAN JUST A
MEANS FOR STUDENTS TO
VOICE THEIR OPINIONS ON
ISSUES, IT IS A WAY FOR
STUDENTS TO GET INVOLVED
WORKING ON AND SOLVING
PROBLEMS AFFECTING THEM AT
THIS INSTITUTION. I BELIEVE
WE HAVE A LOT GOING ON FOR
US AS STUDENTS HERE AT CWU,
BUT WITHOUT STUDENT
INVOL VEME.N_I__
THIS
INSTITUTION WOULD REMAIN
STAGNANT.
WITH YOUR
INVOLVEMENT WE CAN MAKE A
CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.
-STEVE FELLER
REPRESENTATIVE TO
STUDENT LIVJNG

~~!

-Mke Kaisa'
. •. : . · ,. Vi~.A-esi~:t~-· ~ -~ Fi~ :':-~·.- ·.:,,·1·: :,.>"·J;,;/.~ ..

.....

,.

,.·..

'-~ This .S.a .l»ald"oclvettlseme"t . : · · ·

: (ASC.WU)
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SPORTS

.

·

Not your average football weekend
ing mighty Denver in Mile High Stadium, 40-10? How
could the lowly Oilers beat, no, kill, the Broncos in
Sports Editor
Denver when the Seahawks couldn't?
In some respects, last weekend was like any other. in
And switch back to the Chicago-Philly game for a moment. Hey, the Payton for the Bears is Sean Payton, a
pro football. ·
Before, during and after the games, Brent Musberger quarterback from Eastern Illinois, not Walter Payton, the
and Company were doing the NFL Today on CBS, while· NFL's all-tiffie leading rusher.
Was this even the NFL last Sunday?
Bob Costas and his troops were talking grid on NBC' s
No, it was another brand-new pro football league for
NFL Live.
In one of the games, Chicago, behind a tough defense our enjoyment and/or abuse. We had the USFL a couple
and a guy named Payton, ripped Philadelphia 35-3. No of years ago, then arena football this summer. Now we've
surprise there. Besides, one might expect Bears head got...drum roll, please .. .the SFL (Scab Football League or
coach Mike Ditka to blast Buddy Ryan's Eagles, con- Strike Football League, take your pick) .
This new league certainly has action not found in the
sidered Ditka and Ryan aren't the best of pals.
other leagues. In the SFL, there is as much violence outYeah, just another typical football Sunday.
side the stadiums as on the fields . In the SFL, team
Hold that film, Ahmad, what's that on the screen?
The usu~y hapless Colts blasting the Bills in Buffalo, owners are intervie.w ed as much as the players and
47-6? New Orleans pounding the Rams by a 37-10 score? coaches.
Speaking of the players, some of them can amass huge
Sure, the Saints have improved, plus the game was in the
Superdome. But 37-10? And what about Houston stunn- statistics, but the team and league records that they set
By BRIAN ZVISTRA

are transferred to the NFL, even though the great majority of them couldn't stick in the NFL.
Sounds like a pretty bizarre league.
One of the SFL teams, the Seattle Seahawks, is bizarre,
too. The Seahawks of the NFL used to devour opponents
with Ground Chuck, but the Hawks of the SFL beat
enemies with a passing attack led by quarterback Bruce
Mathison, who can throw some passes that resemble a
John Elway strike and others that look like Daffy Duck in
flight.
Despite its uniqueness, the SFL is expected to have a
short life expectancy. That wouldn't faze many people,
myself included. It seems like not too many people want
the league to last beyond one game. The small turnout in
the Kingdome Sunday (19,448) indicates this.
Scabball might be _interesting to watch for one week,
but not any longer.
·
I want my NFL .. the real NFL - back on the tube.

Is there a steroids problem at CWU?
''Sure, they' re doing them
(steroids), I'd have to be naive to
Contributing Writer
think they weren't," said head
In late December, no fewer
football coach Mike Dunbar.
''Are we aware students ·take
than 21 college football players
were banned from NCAA steroids? Yeah, we' re not igpostseason bowl games after norant to the fact. We are aware
they tested positive for anabolic and we are concerned,'' said
steroid use. Among the victims assistant football coach Scott
of the tests were former
Ricardo.
"I've been told by reliable
Oklahoma
All-America
linebacker and current Seattle sources on campus that the
Seahawk Brian Bosworth, and steroid problem is bigger than
San Francisco 49er offensive
an'/ of the rest (other drug proguard Jeff Bregel, a former All- blems), '' said Spike Arlt, liead
American from use.
track and cross country coach.
The NCAA' s actions indicated
According to Jon Torrence, a
that it had begun its crackdown member of the 1985 Wildcat
on a drug that seemed to be in- football team, steroid use wasn't
vading the collegiate sports an issue that was kept secret. ''It
world.
was a big joke on the team,
Anabolic steroids seem to . about the guys on 'raids,'' says
have become a means of sur- Torrence. ''It was a joke with
vival for same athletes at the . them, as well as with the rest of
NCAA level. While the competi- the team. Everybody knew they
tion level is lower, steroids may were on them.''
have crept into the NAIA level
Why are the athletes turning
as well. Central, it seems, is no to steroids? ''The main reason
people get into sterbids is to inexception.
Although it's not the only crease muscle mass and to insport at Central in which talk of crease the desire to work out,''
steroids has surfaced, football is explains health education prosaid to be a sport where the ma- fessor Ken Briggs.
The added strength and musjority of steroids are being taken.
By DUANE MORRIS

cle mass is possible due to the This raises the issue of whether
fact that a steroid is a synthetic or not coaches turn their backs
derivative of the male hormone on steroid use in order to have
testosterone. ·The anabolic pro- winning programs.
motes growth and enhancement
''We want to try and get them
of human tissue. In short, taking help," says Ricardo. "The bigsteroids gives an athlete an add- gest thing is to educate these
ed boost in sports where muscle people and get them treatment.''
mass and strength are vital.
However, Torrence sees the
While the NCAA has in- steroid problem from a different
stituted a drug-testing program,
perspective.
the NAIA hasn't. However, this
''My main thought is when
is not to say there isn't concern coaches know something is goat the NAIA level. ''This whole ing, and they condone it by not
subject was brought up at the '' saying anything,'' he said. When
national track meet. However,
asked if he felt this was the case
the NAIA doesn't have the at Central, Torrence · replied,
money to ·institute a drug en''Yeah, I do. My personal feeling
fprcement program,'' said Arlt.
is I think the coaches know
"We (the coaches) never ac- some people are taking steroids
tually got into the discussion and they' re not saying anything
about which things we would about it."
test for, but the subject of
steroids did come up. That
The major problem that
seemed to be the primary thing
they were concerned with,'' ad- coaches face in dealing with
athletes taking steroids is what
ded Arlt.
Without any set guidelines on measures to take. Central, it
seems, has no official referral
steroid use at the NAIA level,
the whole issue seems adrift. program. ''You can condone it_
The burden of responsibility or not condone it. But trying to
seems to have fallen on the control it is really difficult when
coaches in determining what to you don't have a way for referral,'' said Arlt.
do with an athlete on st~roids.

When it seems the steroid problem is well known at Central,
one would assume that some
sort of official program would
exist for treatment. When Ricardo was asked where the athletes
using steroids are sent, Brigg's
name was mentioned, although
he admits that no one has actually been referred.
"I haven't had any coach call
and say, 'I'm sending a kid over
because he's been using
steroids,'' said Briggs.
In an attempt to educate the
athletes on steroids, as well as
other drug usage, a class called
Drugs Ip Sports has been set up.
While coaches can suggest an
athlete to take the class, there is
little way to force the person into
enrolling.

Without a referral program
and strict NAIA guidelines, it
seems the steroid problem will
only become worse. And
although it's not as wellpublicized as the NCAA incident, steroid usage seems to be
alive
at
Central.

Harrie.r s compete at Fort Casey lnVitational
By NEIL STURGEON
Staff Writer

The summer road races are
over and it is time for another
cross country season. Actually,
cross country has been running
now for four weeks.
Despite the fact that only six
of last year's letterwinners -five
of whom went to nationals . ,;
have"returned I the men's te~ i&.
16~Q}ting -. stron·g witti.~efgh't
fteshm·e n·r and 17 ath,letes
over.all. D~n Su.tich, Gary
Anderson, ·and Jim Oldham are
....... ;)-."".""·.,-

..

.
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among the top freshmen.
The women's team, under the
guidance of new coach Keith
Kellogg, was not endowed with
such an overabundance of harriers.
Senior Kim Burke - an AllAmerican in both cross country
and track, and the school recordholder in the five kilometer run
in track - has led the team in
every meet this year.
. Clos·e behfod Burke is
sophomore Heather Lucas, an
f NAIA contender who has finish. ed second on the team in every

meet. Seniors Jody Dempewolfe
and Annie McKay have been
strong competitors along with
juniors Staci Julson, Mary Veneziani, Kristi Koester and
sophomore Jill Shaw.
Last weekend, the teams
traveled to Whidbey Island for
the Fort Casey Invitational,
where the Wildcats encountered
some of the best competition in
the Pacific Northwest.
The CWU m~il' s squad placed
ninth out of 1-G;'teams with 321
points. Club::Northwest cap-

tured the men's team title with 90th); Anderson (37:06, 136th);
67 points, and Boise State finish- and Oldham (37: 14, 139th).
ed second with 86.
Chuck Little led Central with
a 32:45 time on the six-mile
The Central women finished
course, good enough for 30th.
Teammate Cope Belmont plac- with 279 points, earning ninth
out of 10 teams.
ed 58th with a 33:47 clocking,
The Wildcats were led by
and Matt Olson finished in
B\lrke' s 17: 15 performance that
33:58, earning him 66th.
gave her 11th. Lucas placed 30th
with a time of 17:44.
This weekend's PLU InvitaOther finishers·on Spike Arlt' s
men:·~ ·1.1.tearii :;iii.t luded: Steve'" tional will be the first opportunity for . the teams ' to . see their
Bacon":~{~ft'2f~;;t;19th); Sutich
district competition as a whole .
{34:42, 88tlff*.-~tJCzech (34:46,
·. ·,~~

'
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Ground game paces CWU to easy win
Call in the ground forces.

By GEORGE EDGAR

With Central starting on its own 49,
head coach Mike Dunbar elected to stay
on the ground. Rodgers carried the first
two plays down to the Viking 36, then
Dillingham burst up the middle for
twelve to the 24.
After Hill gained one off a busted pass
play, the 5-7 Dillingham carried four
straight times 'into, the line for five, 13,
four and finally one for the touchdown.
But ·Kelly's extra point attempt went
wide right and the 'Cats went into the
locker room down by one at the half:
The third quarter saw Central's
defense, led by linebacker Nick Snyder
and defensive tackle Shawn Landry,
shut down the Western offense. On the
Viks' second possession of the quarter,
Landry forced Barger into an incomplete pass on second and 17, then
linebacker Jeff Marty stopped running
back Dan Hitchman on a screen pass

Staff Writer

They say when you have a gun, you
should fire, reload, and fire again.
That's what the Central Washington
Wildcats did Saturday night in their
34-14 blasting of the Western
Washington Vikings in Bellingham.
The guns in thi~ case were running
backs Jimmie Dillingham and Kevin
Rodgers. They combined for a total of
254 yards rushing and scored all five
touchdowns on the ground, with
Rodgers scoring three times.
·
The opening salvo, er, score was set
up by a perfectly timed fly pattern from
quarterback Jim Hill to wide receiver
Brett Collins.
On first and ten from the Wildcats'
16, Hill uncorked a pass that resembled
a Pershing missile in flight. Collins
outran Viking cornerback Jeff Guillford
in front of the Central bench, caught the
ball and raced to the Viking two yard
line, completing the 82-yard play.
Rodgers went up the middle on the
next play for the touchdown, and Scott
Kelly's PAT made it a 7-0 Wildcats lead.
The Vikings returned the favor in the
second quarter when Viking halfback
Scott Lohr went four yards off tackle,
helping WWU tie the game at 7-7.
After Hill was sacked twice to stop
Central' s next possession, Western
drove 44 yards in six plays, with Lohr
carrying for 35. Quarterback John
Barger scored on a keeper from a yard
out and the Vikings were up 14-7.

and the Wildcats took over after the
punt on their 23.
Three plays into the drive, Dunbar
went again to his air arsenal. On a play
similiar to the bomb to Collins in the
first quarter, Hill went long to wide
receiver Todd Peterson along the
sideline.
Peterson outleaped the Viking
defender and would'T:e scored if he
hadn't been called out of bounds at the
Western 23. No problem. Dillingham
went 15 yards on first and ten, then proceeded to drag three Viking defenders
with him from eight yards out for the
go-ahead score. Kelly's kick made it
20-14.
From then on, Dillingham and
Rodgers kept Central going exclusively
on the ground. Hill only threw three
times after Dillingham's TD, completing two to Peterson for 22 yards.
The 'Cats drove 51 yards in the fourth

quarter, with Dillingham getting 18
yards and Rodgers 29, including the
game-clincher from the five.
Rodgers also scored a nine-yard insurance touchdown with 1:22 left in the
' game after Central defensive back Chad
Rogers intercepted a Barger pass inside
the Viking 20.
In all, Central rolled up 249 yards
rushing against Western. Dillingham
carried the ball 30 times for 163 yards,
112 in the second half alone. Rodgers
had 91 yards on 18 attempts. In the
passing de~ent, Hill completed 7 of
13 throws.for 165-yards and was only
intercepted once.

The win puts Central 2-0 in Columbia
League play, 2-1 overall. The Wildcats
go against the Lewis & Clark Pioneers
this Saturday in Portland at 1:30 p.m.

WE DELIVER
925-1111 925-2222
PIZZA MIA

Cathy's
·Blue Lube.
Complete oil and
lubrication service

Lube & Oil Filter
$19.95

Jimmie Dillingham sprints
1

B&E

We will also check:
*Transmission
*Mastercylinder
*Power Steering
*Wiper Fluid
*Radiator Engine
Coolant

(Business & Economics Club)

WE WANT YOU
October 14, at 8pm. SUB 204/205
New members $5.00 a qtr.

Plus:
*We will wash your
windows inside & out.
*Vacuum your interior.
*And much, much more!

507 w. 8th
Ellensburg, WA
962-3524

past a defensive player during Central's 27-13 home

1

962-6378

·ecretari

~s.ervices
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Snyder is big hit
for Central
By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH
Scene Editor

In the eyes of pro scouts and college
football coaches, the ideal linebacker
stands 6-foot-2, weighs in at a solid 235
pounds, runs like a sprinter and hits like
a tank.
Or maybe the ideal linebacker simply
hits like a tank.
Central junior Nick Snyder is one
such linebacker - he simply hits like a
tank.
Although Snyder is only 5-9, his
198-pound frame enables him to lay
some ferocious hits .on ball carriers.
''I don't think of being small for my
position,'' Snyder said. ''An article I
read in a psychology magazine said that
as long as you have the heart, you can
do anything.''
Snyderi a transfer from Wenatchee
Valley College, must have an oversized
heart based on his performance so far
this season.
The Port Townsend High School
graduate has been credited with a total
of 46 tackles (35 primary, 11 uneu;sisted)
in thre~ games, putting hini in a good
position to break Maurice Hanks'
season record of 110 stops, set in 1983.
His 19 total tackles against Western
Oregon is the second-highest total since
· defensive statistics were first recorded
in 1980.
After graduating from Port Townsend
in 1984, where he was an AllConference performer both defensively
and offensively, Snyder played at
Wenatchee Valley for two years.

Dr. Don A. Chlldreu
Chiropractor

•

CIDROPRACTIC CENTER ·

you' re just like me - you only hear what
you want to.' That one comment made
me want to play for him.''

1011 NORTH ALDER '

962-9796

ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
______
.. _.._

I didn't know
a7tything
about
Coach Dunbar when
I got here, but it
didn't take long to
realize that he was a
great coach. ''
11

YOUR BEAUTY••• HEALTH AND PRESCRIPTION CEt-JTER

ALWAYS 10 ·% DISCOUNT OF STUDENTS'
RESCRIPTIONS
* Free Delivery*·
LARGEST SELECTION OF FRAGRANCES THIS SIDE
.
OF SEATTLE
* 100 Fragrances for Women *
* 60 Fragrances for Men *

When Snyder returned to Central, he
was faced with a new coach in Mike
Dunbar.
"I didn't know anything about Coach
Dunbar when I got here, but it didn't
take long to realize that he was a great
coach," commented Snyder.

®

UNUSUAL & UNIQUE GIFTS
* Full Selection of Crystal * * FREE Gift Wrap *
"YOUR PHARMICIST AW A Y FROM HOME"
All Students Invited to Browse
925-5344

Please see Snyder page 25
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925-9134

THURS-FRI-SAT-MON
SWEATS

ATHLETIC SHOES

15 Qi
10

RUSSELL
OFF
RETAIL

HEAVY DUTY

ADIDAS-AVIA-PROPET

10 COLORS

REEBOK-10~ off
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"Coaching helped me
Football Shoes 40-60

i

off retail

XS Tops Now

off

see what things I

30~ off

needed to do to improve
my own perforYONEX R-18 ($100) $70.00
YONEX R-22 ($130) $91.00 ·
KENNEX CERAMIC ($135
$94.50

mance on the field.''

HEAD Tournament
$63.00
WILSON KRAMER
$40.00
WILSON Tennis Balls $2.49
A broken wrist sidelined Snyder last
season, but he used the opportunity to
go back to his high school alma mater
and assist with the football program.
''I got a much different look at the
game of football ~ year than I would
have gotten if I hadn't been hurt," commented Snyder. ''Coaching helped me
see what things I needed to do to improve my own performance on the
field."
The decision to come to Central was
an easy one for Snyder. A number of his
Wenatchee Valley teammateS, were also
going to attend school here.
"We all got along very well at Wenatchee Valley, so it just seemed logical
that we stick together,'' Snyder said.
Oddly enough, retired CWU head
coach Tom Parry probably had more influence than anyone else on Snyder's
decision to enroll at CWU.
''When we visited the campus, I was
kind of daydreaming while Parry was
talking to us,'' Snyder remembers.
"Coach Parry noticed and said, 'Snyder,

Custom Stringing-24 hr service

SKIING
Top Brands-Low Prices
example
Elan 955 ($235) $117.50
Tyrolia 177 ($100) $60.00
Raichle Viva ($160) $100.00

RENTAJ. SKIS
Rossignol/Salomon Bindings
$60.00
We do custom mounting and custom
base work
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Soccer teams off to sluggish starts
Two days later, Central tied
Evergreen, with Riedeman and Scott
Price doing the scoring honors for the
'Cats.
After a 5-1 exhibition loss to Spokane
CC, in which Riedeman kicked the lone
goal, ·Central knotted Edmonds CC in
another non-counter. Larry Fleming
had the lone goal against Edmonds.
Central' s women's team has had an
even tougher time on the field, losing all
four of its matches so far.

ByJOELLIUM
Staff Writer

Central's men's soccer team remained winless after its most recent match,
but it did pick up its third tie of the
season, knotting Whitworth 2-2 in a
District. 1 battle here Sept. 30.
The Wildcat men, 0-2-2 in official action so far this season, resume play Sunday at 1 p.m. with a home match
against Washington State. Central then
travels to Pacific Lutheran University
Wednesday.
Against Whitworth, Craig Novicks
The 'Cats opened with a 4-1 loss to
scored an unassisted goal in the first half
Whitman Sept. 23, as Jenny Kremer
to tie the score at 1-1. It was then Stuart
had the only goal for CWU. Kremer also
Smith's turn to do damage against the
had the lone score for Central in its 8-1
Pirates, scoring on a corner kick off an · exhibition loss to Washington Sept. 26.
assist by David Schultze to take a 2-1
Women's coach Dean Walker called
edge.
the match against the Huskies the
Whitworth regrouped to score another
Wildcats' .best of the season.
goal and end the contest in a deadlock.
One · day later, the Wildcats were
CWU men's coach Greg Sambrano
routed by Portland 10-0, followed by a
pointed to breakdowns and mental _ 7-0 loss to Western Washington Sunlapses as causes of concern.
day.
"I don't know what to expect before
each game,.'' Sambrano said. ''We are so
Unlike most of the other fall sports
inconsistent. Right now we must imteams at Central, the women's soccer
prove on little things in order to make
team didn't begin practice until the time
us a better team. Our motivation and inthe rest of the student body arrived on
tensity is lacking, and it's no. more evicampus.
dent when we face teams with lesser
''We basically had to start from
talent than we have.
scratch," Walker Said.
''We play to the level of the competiParticularly encouraging to Walker
tion and it's really frustrating,'' the
was the tremendous turnout. "We have
Wildeat mentor claimed.
23 people on the team right now, which
The 'Cats are 0-1-2 in District 1
is great. Anything over 20 would be
Southern Division action, and 0-4-3
considered superb.''
overall, including exhibitions~
.. - Walker. praised the efforts of captains
Central opened the season.with Pair
Jenny Todd and Terri Compton, and adof setbacks on Sept. 5, a 3· i' exhibition
ded that the team has gotten solid play
loss to WSU and a 1-0 'real' lbss to Gonfrom Kremer, Teresa Bonnet and
zaga. David Sniith scored the lone
Denise Sims.
Wildcat goal against the Cougars.
: The Wildcats return to home action
CWU then dropped a 3-2 contest to
tomorrow with a 4:30 p.m. match
Whitman Sept. 16, as Smith and Joe
against Seattle.
Riedeman scored the goals for the 'Cats.
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OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.

BIRTHRIGHT\
Free pregnancy tests.
Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates
and undergraduates. No interest payments
until after graduation or withdrawal. Up to ten
years to pay back at just 83 annual percentage rate:'= Payments as low as $50 per month.
Ask your school's financial aid office for
an application and details. Or call the friend
of the family at (206) 464-4767. We're out to
make your education more affordable.
*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

Washington Mutual Q~P
The friend of the family

~=~h~~~~l~ulualSavongs Bank

~

• Confidential
• No j~dgments made
• No strings attached
962-6707

Trust us! Don't be pressured into abortion by your friends,
family, or doctor. Birthright offers .the alternative to abortion. Birthright is staffed by trained volunteers. Birthright
is independent; non-political, non-sectarian and prepared to
help you whether you are single or married, regardless of
age or religion. Give life a chance and we'll help you every
step of the way.
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sports fanatic or a
Wildcat fan, this \\Central
Football" sweatshirt is for
you. And with this special coupon, you can't pass
up a chance to show
your school spirit. You'll
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Volleyball team starts turnaround
By BRIAN ZVISTRA
Sports Editor

The climb has begun for Central' s
volleyball team.
After losing 12 of their first 13 matches, the Wildcats have risen from the
depths of defeat to capture four of their
last seven, giving them a 6-15 season
mark.
More importantly, CWU owns a 2-1
District 1 record. With a total of eight
district matches and only four teams·
qualifying for the playoffs, each district
contest becomes vital.
.
Central tries to continue its upward
trek with four contests at Nicholson
Pavilion this weekend.
On Saturday, the 'Cats play Simon
Fraser in a non-district match starting at
2 p.m., followed immediately by an exhibition match with St. Martin's.
CWU and SFU have a rematch Sunday at 11 a.m., followed again by an exhibition with the Saints.
The Wildcats' most recent action was
at the University of Puget Sound Invitational last weekend in Tacoma, where
they won two of five matches to place
10th.
Puget Sound captured the 16-team
tourney title, and Western Washington
took second.
Central began the tourney with a
15-13, 15-7 win over Linfield, then lost a
16-14, 15-9 match to Carroll. After
bouncing back with a 15-13, 15-9 victory over Warner Pacific, the 'Cats dos-

ed out the tournament with two straight
losses--16-14, 15-1 to Western and 7-15,
_ 15-5, 15-8 to George Fox.
Central head coach John LeFever
noted that mental errors hampered his
charges throughout the weekend.
"We made a lot of mental mistakes,"
LaFever said. ''That's really what's hurting us. We play real well up to a point
when we make mistakes.''
The CWU boss singled out
sophomore Dorene Simpler for her
totirney play. ''She does a good job for
us,'' LaFever said.
Earlier last week, Central earned a
pair of district wins at home.
On Sept. 29, the 'Cats bounced back
from a terrible first game to post a 3-15,
15-7, 15-12, 15-12 win over Lewis-Clark
State.
"We're pretty happy with the way
we played," said LeFever after the win.
"L-C is a real tough team.''.
LaFever had praise for Crystal Babbitt, Brenda Moore, Lisa Robertson and
Angie Ozarich.
Last Thursday, Central handed Whitworth a 15-9, 14-16, 15-13, 15-6 defeat.
LaFever termed the Wildcats' play
· against the Pirates as just good enough
to win. "We didn't play all that great."
On Sept. 26-27, Central placed fifth in
the Simon Fraser University Invitational.
After losing its opening match to
British Columbia by a 15-3, 15-11
margin, CWU won for the first time in
10 tries this season with a 15-13, 15-7

triumph

Western.

over

The 'Cats then dropped a match to
Victoria, Canada's top-ranked team,
15-8, 15-5, followed by losses to Simon
Fraser (16-14, 15-13) and Puget Sound
(15-5, 15-5). CWU closed out the
tourney with another win over
Western, 14-16, 15-10, 15-6, 6-15, 16-14.
LaFever said the Wildcats' inex-

perience has hurt them much of the
season.
''The biggest problem is that we have
a: lot of players who don't come in with
a lot of training.''
,
The Central coach added that the
team's offense has sputtered at times.
"We haven't been very tough offensively," LaFever noted. "We've been a
real flat team this year.''
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TRAVEL SERVICE
DON'T DELAY IN MAKING YOUR
THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS TRAVEL PLANS!
IT'S ALSO NOT TOO EARLY TO BE THINKING ABOUT
SPRING BREAK.

434 N. Sprague

925-6961

SETUP -Cindy Pearson sets the ball up for teammate Lisa Robertson to spike during the Wildcats' victory over Whitworth . .
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208 West 5th

962-9277

Ellensburg' s Most Complete Fitness Center

WELCOMES
ALL C.W.U. FRESHMEN & RETURNING
STUDENTS FOR ANOTHER GREAT YEAR.

GYM HOURS

101 no Mftln
<{Llfns~URG ' Wft
925-<tffllR
_____ - - - - - - - - - - - -

/_

Mon. thru Fri. 6:00a.m. to lO:OOp.m.
Saturday lO:OOa.m. to 4:00p.m.

STUDENTS & FAMILY DISCOUNTS
OVER 7,000 LBS. FREE WEIGHT
CENTERLINE GYM EQUIPMENT
STATIONARY BIKES
AEROBICS
WOLFE TANNING
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
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Cont~nued

"He makes all of us feel like we
belong to the team,'' Snyder said. ''As a
result, our team is real close."
Snyder has gained some fans this
season, including Wildcat linebacker
coach Ken Wilson.
"Nick has great foot speed, which is
ideal for a linebacker," Wilson said.
''He has the desire to make every single
tackle of each defensive series. At this
point, Nick is playing every bit as well
as we thought he would."

So, how does Nick Snyder feel about
his performance?
"I've got some work to do, plain and
simple,'' Snyder stated. ''As a team, we

from page 21

need to keep up our uitensity for the
whole game, regardless of the
situation.''
Snyder will face another kind of intensity this December as he enters the
Marine Reserves.
''I go for basic training in December
and return in June so I can play football
next fall," Snyder said. "If I can't get a
good job teaching and coaching, I might
consider becoming an officer following
graduation.''
For now, Snyder is more intent on
getting the Wildcats on the road to a
Columbia Football League championship and a berth in the NAIA playoffs.

QUALITY IS THE
DIFFERENCE
•,

Term' papers, resumes, letters, theses,
placement files, tape transcription,
photocopies

BLOODIED WARRIOR - Central linebacker Nick Snyder takes a
break on sidelines after suffering a cut on his forehead against Whitworth.

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. ~, 4th. Suite D
(comer of 4th and ~uby)

Buy a Deluxe Burger-and fry,
Receive A Medium Milkshake
0

925-9225

~~~~0~

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RATES -- FREE
ESTIMATES

Q0

FREE

ExpiresOct. 14, 1987
608N.Main 962-1833

'

HI-WAY GRILLE
Thursday night is our answer to

HUMPNITE !!!
7:00-11 :00

50~

WELL DRINKS

''''''

••••••

EVERY THURSDAY ALL YEAR
From the crew at the Hi-Way Gri.lle
we welcome CWU students back!!!!

962-9977

HIWAY
GRILLE

'1 11w8th
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Gridder stays close to home
By WREN WOHLGEMUTH
Scene Editor

1

Growing up in a small town can
make a young athlete restless upon his
hlgh school graduation.
In most cases, the athlete will want to
use his or her talents far from home.
For Kittitas native, a junior linebacker
on this year's Central football team,
there was never any question about his
plans after high school.
After graduation in 1984, Eliason, a
three-sport letterman for the Coyotes,
enrolled just a few miles up the road at

cwu.

''I chose Central because it was one of
the few schools in the area where I
could participate in both football and
· baseball,'' Eliason said.
"I also knew that Central had a good
· academic reputation. Too many
athletes today don't think about what
will happen after their athletic eligibility is over."
Apparently Eliason has given lots of
thought to his future, as evidenced by
his decision to join the United States Air
Force. He is a member of Central' s Air
Force ROTC program.
''After graduation, I have a year of

First

&

pilot training followed by eight years of
active duty," Eliason said.
No easy assignment, but Eliason's
athletic career at Central has been
anything but easy.
He was recruited by CWU head football coach Mike Dunbar, who then left
to be an assistant at the University of
Massachusetts. "At that point, I wasn't
sure I wanted to even play football.''
Eliason played linebacker during his
freshman season at Central. But the
following year, the offensive line
developed some gaping holes due to injuries, and Eliason was asked to switch
from attacking the quarterback as a
linebacker to protecting the quarterback as an offensive lineman.
''The coaches asked all of us that had
been offensive linemen in high school
to consider making the switch,'' Eliason
said. "I wanted to play, so I made the
decision to help the team any way I
could."
"(Offensive coordinator) Coach
(Scott) Ricardo taught me everything he
could about being an effective lineman,
but you couldn't forget that I was 225
pounds trying to fend off 265-pound
defensive linemen. It was a long
season,'' he joked.

Following that season, Eliason decided to concentrate on baseball. He hit
.231 with two home runs and 10 RBI in
what was Eliason' s freshman campaign
on the diamond after a redshirt season.
Both home runs, including a grand
slam, came at the expense of national
champion Lewis-Clark State.
"I didn't play football last year
because it seemed more like work than
a game," Eliason said. "In baseball, I
was playing but I always seemed to play
backup to a player with more experience.''
When Dunbar was chosen to replace
Tom Parry at the helm of the CWU
football program for the second time, he
asked Eliason to return to the program,

a proposition that Eliason met with an
open mind.
''To be honest, I thought I would
never play football again, Eliason offered. "Now, ,the game is much more
fun, which I think is directly related to
the coaching staff."
Presently Eliason and fellow
linebacker Eddie Gohr are splitting
playing time. So far this campaign, the
6-0, 215-pound Eliason has collected six
primary tackles and three assists.
"I'm not worried about not playing. I
know that I will play my share. What I
am worried about is our team record.
''As long as the coaches tell me that
I'm doing things the Wildcat way, I'll
keep giving it my all,'' he added.
11
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WELCOME "BACK" CWU
Linder Chiropractic Offices ·
962-2570
Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County

Last Chance
Tavern

October Special
$3.00 Pitchers
Always
$1.00 Cans
Gallon . of Beer To Go
$4.00
1200 East 10th *Under New Management*

., 1~

Dr. Sandy Linder

Close to Campus·· 1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg

925-2952

~

a
MENU

w~

Deliver

11 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily

Please allow 30minutes for your Custom Pizza

925-1111

925-222i

., · 2o .minutes fo~·Grinders

5
.50
Sin.

895

1195
1

119
1295
1395
1395
1?55
1595

12in.

14in.

16in.

775
.65
lOin.

4 ·~

THE MIA SPECIAL
Canadian Bacon, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Black Ol~ves and Pineapple or Tomatoes.
SUPER PIZZA
Square Pizza (16in.) tor serving 5-7 People
Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon, Mushrooms, Black olives Pineapple, Tomatoes, Salami, Sausage, Ground Beef,
Green Peppers, Onions, Extra) Shrimp.

GRINDERS

.

A Hot Sandwich made with French Bread, Mayo, and Your Favorite Toooina Smothered with Cheese, Baked'til
Golden Brown Jopped with Fresh Pickles, Onions and Tomatoes. Served with Potato Chips-A Tradition for Over
14 Years!
PA S
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
·
. . PECIAL
..
.
2.95
4.85
5 35
Roast Beef-Caria~1an Bacon-Veg1es! · . 2.65
3.95
4 _95
Veg1es. Mushrooms, BlackOhves, Green Peppers, Pineapple.
If you prefer, we will substitute Pizza sauce or BBQ for mayonnaise!
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ALTERNATE
CHANNELS
UIDEO

SUB Food Service

RESERVATIONS TAKEN
925-6633

OPEN EVERYDAY
llam-lOpm

Located in the plaza next to Frazzini's
(closest video store to campus)

~

8 TRAILMASTERSTEAK SANDWICH " ~/ A
S.S. VANILLA
.
Soup: COOK'S CHOICE
\ ~.,l

Oct

-w/t;

v .·/
....~:) ~

Fri. Oct. 9 SHRIMP F1SH PLATTER
S.S. GRAPE SORBET
Soup: CLAM CHOWDER

~·.~

f .

Mon. Oct. 12 BAKED POTATO SPECIAL
S.S. COOK'S CHOICE
·Soup: CORN MEXICALI

LEIJIAL

ON
MELlilB!iDN

'~~ltVL
.

J Jc::=_

I

THE VOYAGE HOME\

\'

l

Frazzini' s Pizza Place

A
Special

NFL Strike

Message

.Special

-From

pizza
place

pizza
place
During the NFL strike every
Sunday and Monday, · mention
NFL strike and recieve a large
pizza for medium price.
...

Frazzini' s Pizza Place

In The. Plaza

We at Frazzini' s would like your college
years to be a happy, fun, rewarding experience. Alcohol can be a part of that experience and we at Frazzini' s promote
responsible Alcohol use.
Saturday October 17, 1987 we will have
Softcore (no alcoholic beverages served)
from 6am to lOam. Hope to see you at
Frazzini' s.
John Frazzini

For The Best Pizza In
Ellensburg and Fast, Free
Delivery

PHONE:

925-9855
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WE

DELIVER

11 a.m. to 2 a.m Daily·

925-2222

925-1111

Octo her Specials
Mon - Fri

12-3 p.m.

Soup, Salad & Sm. Drink
Sm. Grinder & Salad Bar

$2.25
$3.25

MAPPY HGUR
3-4
p.m.

$2. 75 Pitchers
50CI: Mugs

In The Tap Room
TEQUILA
HUMPNITE

TUESDAY
$1.00ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY
25CI: · BEER
· 8-9 p.m.

IM p ·o RT

THURSDAY $1.25 IMPORTED

Hardcore
OCTOBER 17th

SEAHAWK

6 a.m to 10 a.m.

SUNDAY

W A T C H FOR OUR
HALLOWEEN WEEK,

BEER
NACHOS and
PITCH ER $5.00
During Game

Grinder Special, "The Big Cave-in"
and much more.

All Specials In House Only

